Abstract. Stochastic resonance model for medical patient condition is proposed. Approach has been generalized by means of fractional Fokker-Planck equation and subdiffusion processes. Nonadditive entropy method has been used to achieve nonlinear fractional Fokker-Planck equation. We proved that duration of an unchanged patient situation can be estimated and fulfills rules for "fat tail" probability distribution. We also proved that probability of patient staying in an unchanged condition behaves the same. Formal rules were built on concept of similarity between real patient condition and potential well model. Such approach is new and allows new results as alternative for discrete models of prediction. Obtained results get probability for patient health parameter behavior in really detailed way.
Introduction
Time series are quite obvious result of medical patient data registration case. Usually processes of registration are discrete and are not regular in time but in fact all registered data are continuous functions of time. So random walking in continuous time along queue (CTRW-Continuous Time Random Walk along queue) seems adequate model for considered data processing. Markov chains and hidden Markov chains are quite popular tools for time series analysis also in medical predictions [1] . We propose to use more general approach in form of Fokker-Planck (FP) equation. Also stochastic resonance phenomena are part of explanation the main idea of patient condition math modeling in terms of FP equation. Stochastic resonance explains rules of movement inside queue with continuous time.
As a picture we use some data obtained in research project created for cardiology [2] . Chosen data are presented in the figure 1. Measured medical parameters shown in the figure means:
• SBP and DBP are blood pressure during proper heart beat (diastolic and systolic), • HR-heart beat per minute, • TFC -total fluid control, • Delta TFC-increase or decrease of TFC, • Delta TBW -variation of Total Body Weight.
Each measured parameter is divided into limited section of values (see fig.1 ). Such sections are recognized in medicine as connected with patient condition level. One can assume that such section describes kind of potential well. Each well means appropriate level of patient condition. Jump from one section to another is in fact movement over barrier similarly to jump from one potential well to another (see figure 2 ). There are some characteristic features: 
Item W(x|x') and P(x,t) means conditional density of probability and density of probability appropriately. When W(x|x') varies itself slowly then one can rewrite it in the form:
Proper form of master equation is as follows:
When r is small the Tailor series allow us to write:
∂P(x, t) ∂t = − � r ∂ ∂x �W(x, r)P(x, t)�dr
Short form is known as Fokker-Planck equation:
As A , and B we describe so called first and second jump moments per time unit as in Feller work [3] .
Such Form of FP equation can be solved for many situations. Most known is white noise case when stochastic variable varies with autocorrelation
and correlation
Then FP equation transforms into:
Diffusion constant results from stochastic process
It is easy to verify that for such process (dx) 2 /dt = const=D and creates process of the form called normal diffusion: 
Subdiffusion
It is convenient to use potential well ε(x) model as is shown in the figure 2 for clarity of explanations. Patient condition can be described by means of set of parameters divided into sections (see fig.1 ). Because of that each potential well suits such single section. Shapes of potential wells are stochastic. We are looking for two values:
1. Probability P ε (x,t) that patient condition jumps from one well to another. 2. Distribution of averaged duration time for unchanged patient condition inside particular well Φ( | ).
Noise causes unexpected phenomena very often. One of most strange is particles diffusion in potential well during absolutely absence of field (means also force) strong enough to do it. Such phenomena are caused by noise presence and are known as stochastic resonances [3, 4] . In the figure 2 different levels of noise has been sketched to illustrate, that noise in medicine depends on each patient separately, and is patient personal feature. Noise can stabilize system state as well [5, 6] . What in fact could be noise in patient treatment? Enumerative list could be like that:
1. Medicament driving interaction in patient illness, 2. Influence of genetic properties of patient, 3. Environment impact on patient condition, 4. Patient immunity.
Mentioned factors are not possible of course, and can act in the same time, separately, in accordance, in opposition, and so on. Math model for all possible combinations could be imaginable but it is out of sense to create such models.
Noise influence in form of stochastic resonance causes so called anomaly diffusion of stochastic states. More common name of this phenomenon is subdiffusion or superdiffusion. It was observed in physical experiments [7] . It is also presented in theory of complex net [8] . Subdiffusion differs from normal diffusion joined with Wiener process in formula (11) . Adequate stochastic equation for subdiffusion is of the form:
Normal diffusion produces Gaussian probability distribution while subdiffusion contains wider class of Levy' processes, and possible result is nongaussian distribution of probability.
Let us assume that:
describes distribution of wells in model of potential wells (figure 2). In this formula we used:
Time of ε state occupation is distributed in accordance with the form:
In queue theory Φ(t|ε) is interchange time or time between transactions. Here we will call it "unconditional waiting time". Obvious rule is fulfilled:
Average time value for patient "waiting inside potential well" is:
Let us take into account two particular situations: 
Item γ and Γ in (19) are Euler functions. Both results are different, and in second case one can observe kind of phase transition in dynamics of system. So different potential wells distribution produces quite unlike system behavior. In both cases we observe characteristic feature that φ(t) vanishes like "fat tail" distribution. So generally ~t -α can be expected as a rule in subdiffusion processes.
We used
Expression kT describes thermal energy of thermostat what means energy from around. For general stochastic system one can assume it as pool averaged value of the measured parameter. Similarly average energy ε can be treated in our observations as spread of the measured parameters. Of course such assumptions must properly fit all observed values in patient treatment. So β, and ε are created appropriately for medical observations. One must have in mind that product βε is always dimension less.
Nonadditive entropies approach and general view of subdiffusion
Because of very particular examples (formulae 18 and 19) more general solution should be presented. For complex systems with possible internal interaction entropy S can be described in form:
Item A, and B are two different component of complex system with unknown interaction between them. Item q (q ≠1) is called fractional coefficient. Index i is for exact model of nonadditive entropy.
Stream of probability is defined as:
Coefficient Q contains all possible fluctuations while f(P) describes those arising from fluctuations of P, and S is entropy. Stream must fulfill continuity rule:
Resulting nonlinear and fractional Fokker-Planck equation is as follows [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] :
Exponent q depends on exact form of entropy S. For Tssallis entropy [16] [17] [18] 
we obtain FP equation of the form:
So called Barrenblatt solution [19] of eq. 26 with initial condition ( , 0) = ( ) takes the form:
In formula 27 item N is math space dimension , and
. We can see that "fat tail" distribution is property of general result as well as in mentioned above examples for time distribution calculations.
Resume
Proposed approach for patient condition math model exploits theory of stochastic resonances, subdiffusion which is common property of such resonances, and more general nonadditive entropy theory in complex systems. All are known from physics of complex systems , and dynamics of such systems. We use some thermodynamics values in math forms but we propose how one can generalize them into stochastic processes Patient health is obviously complex system too. Most interesting result seems to us that probabilities in patient condition prediction behave as "fat tail" rather so near to Levy processes. We illustrate by examples that "expected time in potential well" or in other words expected time without any measured change of patient condition strongly depends on generally unknown potential wells distribution.
We also step by step explained how Fokker -Planck equation arises with its noise dependent solutions. This was added for the sake of all lecture clarity. Noise shape strongly influences on FP solutions, and in fact explains how and why nonlinear fractional form of FP equation arises as well.
Merits of proposed approach are continuous model which allow us to get form of probability of jump between states of patient health. It can be obtained even if medical description of patient states is in fact linear. Proposed solution is general, independent on measured patient parameter. Results will be applied in IT system we are built for ICG measurements for patient care in mobile, telemedicine platform.
